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Findings from the 1991 Study Tour
New Directions in Client-Server Systems

The 1991 Butler Cox Foundation Study Tour took place in May in Silicon Valley,
California.
What became evident during the tour is that client-server computingis rapidly becoming a
viable model for many systems applications. For those concerned with the managerial and
technical aspects of information systems,this has significant implications. Not only will
new technical options present themselves, but new application opportunities also exist.

This year, we have changed the formatof the publication. I hope that you findit to be an
improvement.
Wehavealso prepared a presentation, whichis available to Foundation members. This
will include a structured discussion of the key issues raised during the tour and is aimed at
your systems managementteam. Thepresentation, whichlasts half a day,will be given by
Richard Pawson,a consultant with Butler Cox, who attended the tour and subsequently
prepared the published findings, which are enclosed.

Forfurther details on the content and fee for the presentation on client-server systems, _
please contact Victoria Bird in the UK Foundation office on 071 831 0101.
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Findings from the 1991 Study Tour

The 1991 Butler Cox Foundation study tour took place in May in
Silicon Valley, California. We visited 10 companies, ranging from
entrepreneurial venturesto established IT vendors.Details ofthe
companies and thevisits are provided in the Appendix. The theme
of the tour wasclient-server systems, including developments in
the technology andapplications, andtheir relationships with other
technologies such as multimedia and object-orientation.

| Webelieve that the messages that emergedfrom thesessions with
the 10 companies will be of considerable value to those concerned
both with the technical and the managerial aspects of information
systems. These findings were prepared by Richard Pawson,a
consultant with Butler Cox, who wasa delegate on the study tour.
Weshould like to express our thanks to the companiesthat hosted
the visits and to the study tour delegates, who helped to identify
the messages.  
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Continued improvementin per-
formance will come primarily

fromthe use ofparallel
processors

UTLER COX FOUNDATION
Butler Cox plc 1991

Manyof the messages that emerged from the sessions with the
companies we visited on the 1991 study tour both confirm and
extend our earlier findings on client-server systems recorded in
Report 80, Workstation Networks. The main messages may be
grouped underfour headings:
♥ New client technologies are improvingthe userinterface.
♥ New server technologies are making the mainframeobsolete.
♥ Therelationships between clients and servers are changing.
♥ Client-server systems are changing the natureof applications

and their development.

Newclient technologies are improving
the user interface
Both the performance of PCs and workstations and the function-
ality of the software developed for them are growing. One driving
force behind these developmentsis the needto increase the ☁band-
width of communication☂ between the computer andthe user. The
objective is to make possible the equivalent of face-to-face com-
munication.

The increasing performance of workstations
is changing the nature of applications
Top-of-the-range workstations already deliver the raw processing
power of bottom-end mainframes. Very shortly, they will be
competing with supercomputers.
Silicon Graphics, the leading vendor of very-high-performance
workstations, showed that performanceof its systems has grown
at a consistent compoundrate of 170 percent peryear.In the late

__ 1980s,this growth resulted from increasingprocessor clock speeds,
from the introduction of reduced instruction set processor archi-
tecture, and from techniques for increasing the functions that
could be performedin oneclock cycle. During the 1990s, continued
improvementwill come primarily from theuseofparallel proces-
sors in workstations. Silicon Graphics☂ top-range model can now
process 286 mips (million instructions per second). In a 3-D
modelling application, this makesit possible to draw one million
shaded polygonspersecond ♥ sufficient to render complex moving
scenesfor a flight simulator, in realtime. Thisgivesrise, Silicon
Graphicssays, to a new category of computer ♥ the project super-
computer ♥ which maybe purchasedfor a single research or engin-
eering project.
Apple☂s Advanced Technology Group showed how increasing work-
station performance changesthe natureofapplications. Figure1, over-
leaf, shows the time it takes to draw three different images with
workstations operatingat different processing speeds. Image1 is
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Figure 1 Increasing workstation performance changesthe nature of
graphical applications

Timeto draw image Nature of. _ applications
Fanatical

Possible

1 minute f Practical

Image 1:1 second CAD model Interactive

1/60 second Realtime

Workstation performance (mips)   
a simple 3-D computer-aided design model of a drinking glass;
Image 2 is a renderingofa kitchen scene; Image3 is a photo-real-
istic model of a teddy bear (which requires that individual fibres
in the fur be modelled). With a 1 mips workstation, Image 3 would
take more than a week to process; Apple describes this class of
application as ☁fanatical☂. As the\time is reduced, the application
progresses through☁possible☂, ☁practical☂ and ☁interactive☂ to ☁real-
time☂. Apple is already anticipating desktop systems that deliver
1 gips (1,000 mips) by the end of the decade. This roughly concurs
with Intel☂s prediction ofa 2 gips microprocessorby the year 2000.

Image, video and speech are becoming
as manageable as text and graphics
Impressive demonstrations of multimedia (computer systems
capable of handling text, graphics, image, video andhi-fi sound)
have been around for some time. We described someof the early
examples in Report 73, Emerging Technologies. Besides being
expensive, however, such systems have been difficult to develop
and very difficult to integrate with conventional applications. This
is changing.
Quicktime is a new software architecture that extends the capa-
bilities of the existing Macintosh operating system to handle
dynamicdata.It is the first system to use the emerging ISO/CCITT
JPEG (Joint Photographic Experts Group) standard for still
picture compression, capable ofcompressing the 1M bytes required
to describe a full-colour screen image down to 40kbytes. Searching
for imagefiles is facilitated by ☁thumbnail☂ sketches ♥ crude repre-
sentations of each image that can be viewed from the directory
without opening the file. Apple showed a pre-release version of

Desktop systems will deliver 1,000
mips bythe end ofthe decade

BUTLER COX FOUNDATION
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Quicktime, which is being supplied to software developers on a
500M-byte CD-Rom that contains sound, video andstill images.
Quicktime uses Apple☂s own proprietary compression algorithm for
motion video; more powerful algorithmsare available, but this one
requires no dedicated hardware, and worksacrossthefull Macin-
tosh range. Indeed, Apple☂s philosophy is to keep as much as
possible in software. Apple also showed an impressive prototype
speech-recognition system with a vocabulary of 300 words,able to
cope with continuous (no-pauses-between-words) speech.
NeXT demonstrated an equal commitment to making multimedia
information usable, and showed a multimedia electronic mail
system that comes packaged with the NeXT workstation (see
Figure 2). To incorporate a colour image into a message, the user
simply drags a ☁picture☂ icon into the appropriate part of the text;
a recorded voice message can be incorporated in a similar way.
NeXT staff use this system to send some 7,000 electronic mail
messages per day across their internal network of 1,300 work-
stations. Interestingly, though, NeXThas not yet managedtointe-
grate this system with its conventional externally accessible
voicemail system.
Silicon Graphics went one stage further, showing a package that
can incorporate a 3-D model into an electronic memorandum. The
recipient not only views the model (of a proposed new product
design, for example), but can rotate and manipulate it. Each of
 

Figure 2 NeXTMailallows images, voice messages and evenapplications,
such as spreadsheets,to be incorporatedinto electronic mailmessages
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these developments, however, increases the demand for work-
station memory and processing power.

Applications of multimedia technology are increasing
The HyperMedia Group showed several applications of multi-
media technology that it had developed for clients, running on
Macintoshes or PCs.

dising industry, and distributed quarterly on CD-Rom.The cata-
logue contains. 10,000 productlines from many vendors, and some
5,000 colour images of those products. A store merchandising
managercan browse through the catalogue, viewing the images
and textual information (the process is speeded by a Quickscan Electronic product catalogues are
facility, similar to Apple☂s thumbnail sketches). In addition, the aneffective application of
catalogue serves as an electronic ordering system: the buyer can multimedia
assemble an order by pointing at and clicking on items, and the
complete order can be automatically placed via a modem.
Since most store merchandisers do not have the colour MacintoshII,
CD-Rom drive and modem required, DisplayNet provides the
hardwareas part ofa monthly subscription fee of$300. DisplayNet
also charges the vendorsfor featuring their productsin the cata-
logue. (Displaynet is a good example of the applications discussed
in Report 77, Electronic Marketplaces.)

DisplayNetis an electronic catalogue aimed at the store-merchan-

The HyperMedia Group has developed a general writing tool to
enable clients to produce their catalogues. With a CD-mastering
charge ofbetween $1,500 and $2,000(plus $2 per disc), multimedia
electronic catalogues are now as cheap ascolour printing. The
group showedseveral other applications, including an interactive
video training course for spoken business English.
In client systems, proprietary standards
are maintainingtheir lead
The HyperMedia Group commented on Microsoft☂s recently
announced multimedia extensions to Windows,and on the Tandy
MPC,the first product specifically designed to exploit these exten-
sions. Superficially, these developments bring the functionality of Even with the new multimedia
PCscloser to that of the Macintosh, but in reality, the latter still extensions, Windows still lags
has a two- to three-year lead. The HyperMedia Grouptypically 4e/ind the Apple Macintosh
develops a new application on the Macintosh, using Macromind
Director, and then transfers it to other vendors☂ hardware. Because
of the difficulties that the group has encounteredin this process,
it is promoting a new standard (HIFF) for the interchange of
hypermediafile formats.It believes that Windows,with the multi-
media extensions, is superior only for a few functions, such as
audio playback.(This view was confirmedby Stewart Alsop, editor
of PC Letter, who gave a special briefing to study tour delegates.)

 
This situation poses a difficult decision for user organisations:
whetherto go for maximum functionality on a proprietary system
such as the Macintosh, or for more open standards such as
Windows and Motif. The decision may get easier ♥ NeXT has
already licensed its NeXTStep development environment to IBM
(available on the RS/6000 workstation), and Apple declared its
intention to make its AppleTalk LAN protocol available on other
vendors☂ systems.

BUTLER COX FOUNDATION
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 The NetFRAMEserver combines u
PC processor with a mainframe-

style channel architecture

Replacing a host system with a
client-server architecture can

bring enormous savings
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Newserver technologies are making
the mainframe obsolete
To date, servers have not developed as rapidly as the client
elements of client-server systems: most large servers are main-
frames or minicomputers, and this new role has provided larger
computers with a new lease of life. Local area network servers,
providing sharedfiles, gateway communicationsorprint spooling,
are typically based on high-performance PCs. Now, purpose-
designed server machines and software are appearing on the
market and these provide a real alternative to mainframes for
many commercial systemsat a fractionofthe price.

Purpose-designed servers combinethebest of
microcomputer and mainframe architectures
Mainframesfulfilling a server role are strongon reliability, data
integrity, security, systems management, the ability to support
manyusers, and total capacity. They are weak on usability,flexi-
bility, compatibility with workstations, and cost. PC-based servers
are the opposite. NetFRAME manufactures purpose-designed
servers with the aim of providing the best of both worlds. It has
done this by combining a PC processor (the Intel 486) with the
channelarchitecture of a mainframe. The technical ideas behind
NetFRAME wereexplained by its chief designer, Carl Amdahl
(whose father, Gene Amdahl,designedthefirst popular extensible
mainframe, the IBM 360).
The NetFRAMEarchitecture employs considerable redundancy
and internal error checking. Whileit does not matchthe fault toler-
ance of a Tandem system, the vendor claimed that it has equiv-
alent data integrity to most mainframes. Anotheruseful feature
is ☁remote control☂. NetFRAME requires no local terminal; it can
be initialised, monitored and managed from any designated work-
.station. In Carl Amdahl☂s words, ☜This means that you no longer
need anyone whocan evenspell [Novell☂s] NetWareto be onsite☝.
System errors can even trigger a radio-paging message to the
network manager, who can then dial into a dedicated tele-
phone/modemport to hear a synthesised voice report, or to review
a system dump.
In maximum configuration, NetFRAME☂s channel architecture
can support 80 gigabytes of disc storage, and provide 1,600 users
with responsetimesofless than onesecond,all for $200,000. With
this sort of performance,it is hardly surprising that NetFRAMEhas shipped nearly 1,000 units. It quoted one US insurance
company, Keyport, that had replaced its IBM 9370 mainframewith a NetFRAME supporting a network of280 PC-386s. The total
conversion cost was under$1 million, plus two man-yearsofeffort.
The net result, however, is that the annual systems cost of
servicing each policy hasfallen from $45 to $28 andis expected to
fall further.
NetFRAME isnot the only vendor in this marketplace, noris its
technology the only solution. Disc arrays and parallelism (dis-
cussed in Report 73) are also effective ways of improving
server performance. Nevertheless, study tour delegates found
NetFRAME☂s combination of solid mainframe design principles
with up-to-date microprocessor technology particularly convincing.
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Traditional database servers are responding
to changing workstation capabilities
As we reported in Report 80, the leading database suppliers have
all introduced server versions of their products, providing access
to client applications via the Structured Query Language (SQL).
Now,the leading vendorsare starting to recognisethat if they are
to stay in the market, they need to support new kinds of work-
station processing, especially multimedia. Thefirst move in this
direction is the accommodation of ☁Blobs☂ (binary large objects),
which allow an individualfield in a database record to point to a
binary file representing a full-colour image, or a digitised sound
recording. Informix demonstrated this with a real-estate cata-
logue application.
Both Oracle Corporation and Informix describedthis capability as
a significant move towardsobject orientation. In reality, although
Blobs significantly increase the functionality of relational
databases, this is only a very tiny step in the direction of object
orientation. Almostcertainly, the pragmatic systems environment
ofthe next decadewill owe as muchtotraditional approaches, such
as relational technology, as it does to the ☁pure☂ object approach.
However, the claim that database systems can slowly evolve from
arelational modelto full object-orientation should be treated with
considerable caution. For the moment, Foundation members
should evaluate the two approaches separately, rather than be
seduced by the claim of an evolutionary path.
For the major software vendors, client-server architectures offer a
very real opportunity to increase price/performance. Figure 3
showsthe currentsituation for the Oracle database running across
a variety of hardware: mainframesoffer the best absolute perfor-
mance, but PCsoffer the best price/performance. The goal is to
offer performance better than a mainframe☂s, at a price/perfor-
mancebetter than that ofa PC. Oracle did not makeclear how this
wasto be achieved, but one possibility would be a new generation
of purpose-designed servers optimised for transaction-processing
applications.

The range of possible server functionsis increasing
Thefirst servers to appear on local area networkswerefile servers
and print servers, enabling several users to share an expensive
laser printer, for example. These were followed quickly by com-
munications-gateway servers, and now databaseservers.
ViewStar Corporation, which develops sophisticated document-
processing systems to run on client-server architectures, stated
that it is now worthwhile asking whether each new function it
develops should best be located ona client or a server system. For
example, it chose to locate the optical-character-recognition func-
tion, which converts scanned documents into ASCIItext, on a dedi-
cated server device, accessible by all clients. NeXT, by contrast,
located the optical-character-recognition function as a ☁desk
accessory☂ residentin eachclient; in this way, the function is avail-
able for instantaneous use within any application. The latter
approach is more convenientto use, but the former permits the use
of more powerful and moreflexible recognition algorithms.

Relational databases can now
handle image and
sound data

It is nowfeasible to choose whether
newfunctions should run in a
client or a server
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Dedicated application servers will
run single shared applications
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Figure 3 Oracle☂s goalis to achieve one thousandtransactions per
secondat better price/performance than a PC

       

Goal

Digital Vax/VMS

IBM-compatiblemainframe
1,000 800 600 400 200 0 10 20 30 40 50

Peak performance Price/performance _(transactions per second) _($ thousand pertransactionsper second) (Source: Oracle Corporation)   
ViewStar showed how it makesuse of a wide rangeof server tech-
nologies, including a Sony optical disc ☁juke box☂ for storing docu-
ment images, andsaid that it expects the numberoftypes ofserver
to increase. During the study tour, various possible new dedicated
servers were mentioned ♥ for speech recognition, full-text
retrieval, high-quality video storage, a shared HDTV display
(accessed occasionally by several users to view their designs in
high resolution), and a variety of high-performance parallel-
processing servers with architectures suited to particular prob-
lems such as realtime image interpretation.
NetFRAME described its application processors ♥ single-board
computers that plug into oneofthe input/output slots in its server
~box. These are well suited to running shared applications such as
a Sybase SQL server, or Lotus Notes ♥ an electronic-mail-based
groupware system (described in Report 73).

Therelationships between clients
andservers are changing
Therelationships between clients and serverswill start to change,
both in their technical interaction, and in their relative impor-
tance. This, in turn, will affect the market and the vendorsin that
market.

Servers are starting to act as clients, and vice versa
In the most commonconfiguration, client systems such as work-
stations pass ☁requests☂ across the network, which are fulfilled by
server devices such as printers or database managers. However,
servers can also make requests that can be fulfilled by other
servers, or by workstations acting as servers. Oracle discussed a  
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similar concept at the software level, although it called this a
client-server/server ♥ a misleading and unnecessary term.
Apple☂s new System 7.0 operating system, announced during the ☁Delegated computing tasks☂ makeweek ofthe tour, incorporates ☁delegated computing tasks☂. When use ofall surplus processing
an application encounters a computationally expensive task (such capacity in a network
as producing a 2-D renderingof a 3-D model), it can delegate this
to amore powerful machineon the network(for example, a Macin-
tosh II FX)that is not being used to capacity. The process can take
place transparently, with the result returned to the original
machine.In this way, a workstation designedto function primarily
as a client system temporarily functions as a server to another
client.

Standardsfor interaction between clients
and servers are emerging slowly
So far, network protocols have primarily been concerned with
ensuring that devices can be plugged together, and thatfiles or
other data can be transferred between them.Traditionally; appli-
cations have run either entirely within the workstations, accessing
the server to load files, or within a host system, using the work-
station to run a graphical user interface. However, sinceit is now
possible to split an application between several computers, atten-
tion is being focused on standards for information access andretrieval, and for communication between partsof an application
running on several computers.
A good exampleofthis is the workofthe SQL Access Group (SAG),
which is attempting to improve the standardisation of SQL (everyvendor usesa slightly different dialect) and to standardise thesupporting communications. If this new standardis established,
it will be possible for client-driven database applications to work
transparently with a variety of proprietary relational databasepackages. Oracle stated its commitmentto the SAG standard, butsuggested that it will be a long time before real products that
conform to this standard appear. Informix addedtherider that theemerging networkprotocols and the conversion between them will
consume large amountsof processing poweron the network.
An equivalent object-oriented initiative, discussed by both Parc-Place and Servio on the tour, is the Object Management Group.
The Object Management Groupis trying to lay down standardsfor
communications (requests) between objects. If the standard is
adopted, it will makeit easier to build applications from libraries
of objects from several vendors, andto split applications across
several computers.
The major software vendors have been keen proponents of open Open application standards willhardware standards, because such standards reduce the number ♥_be bad news for some softwareof product variants that they have to support. Now, the marketis vendorsstarting to demandopen standardsfor applications,to allow user
organisations to integrate software modules from differentsuppliers. This may be bad newsfor those software vendors whose
strategy has been to offer an integrated range of packages that
workto a proprietary standard. Delegates noted,for example, that
Oracle Alert (which Oracle discussed on the tour, and which is
described below) requires both the Oracle database and Oracle☂selectronic mail product.
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in products or services
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Application and network standards reduce the need
to standardise workstations and servers
As well as giving users greater choice of vendor, emerging stan-
dards for application interworking and network protocols have
anothereffect ♥ they reduce the need to standardise workstations
and servers.
Ontheclient side, it is increasingly feasible for one user to choose
a PC,another a Macintosh, and another a Unix workstation, while
all run the same applications, and interact with the sameservers.
ParePlace☂s Objectworks/Smalltalk development environmentper-
mits applications to be transferred between a Macintosh, a PC
running Windows3.0, or a Unix workstation running Open Look
or Motif, without modification.
The increasing specialisation of servers means that the choice of
server operating system becomes less important, although
servicing and support issues will continue to create some con-
straints. If the server interface remains the same,it matters not
whether the server runs MVS, VMS, OS/2 or Unix because the
impact of any changesin the operating system will not affect the
client elements of applications.
Manyorganisations are considering whether to makethe painful
and expensive transition from a proprietary mainframe to a Unix
mainframe. For some,this is now the wrong question. They should
be considering whether to put more power on the desktop and to
split the mainframeinto several dedicated servers, each of which
can run whicheveroperating system isbestsuitedto the task. This
change was acknowledged by Informix, a relational database
vendor that has done very well out of the growing popularity of
Unix, but is now producing products for other operating systems
such as OS/2.

Client-server systems will increasingly
be driven from the client side
In the days of mainframe hosts and terminals, information
systemsweredrivenfrom the centre, with oneofthe key questions
being how many terminals the host could support. Tomorrow☂s
information systemswill put the user at the centre, with the main
question changing to ☁how many servers can support a work-
station?☂ In his industry briefing to study tour delegates, Stewart
Alsop (editor of PC Letter) stated that the large systems vendors
have not appreciated this. Although manyofthem arestartingto
acknowledge the trend towards client-server architectures (he
heard an IBM executiverefer to the 370 as a ☁server☂ for thefirst
time recently), the strategy of most vendors is based on the
assumption that the server is the most important part of the
system.
Stewart Alsop noted that the increasing freedom of choice for the
customeris likely to produce a change in the marketplace. Very
few companieswill succeed in manufacturing andselling complete
systems ♥ indeed, this would be at odds with the very nature of
client-server architectures. Vendors can specialise in products ♥
delivering value for money on commodity products (workstations
and servers), or designing niche-market products ♥ or they can
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specialise in delivering a service to the customer, integrating and
installing a set of components selected by the customer, and
providing continuous support.

Client-server systems are changing
the natureof applications
and their development
Client-server systemsare starting to be employed for mainstream
applications such as accounts and management information
systems.As the powerandrobustnessofthe componentsincreases,
it is even possible to foresee the emergenceofa new classofservers
optimised for online transaction-processing applications.
However, the new architecture is also starting to change the
nature of applications: new applications become possible, and
others become more popular. The way that such applications are
developed is also starting to change, and this has considerable
implications for the future of systems development within large
organisations.

Interpersonal computing and workflow
managementare growing rapidly
Interpersonal computing wasthe phrase used by NeXTto charac-
terise the applications that it sees its systems enabling. The phrase
was meant to convey the synergistic effect of combining personal
productivity aids, electronic messaging, and shared information
and resources.(Thisis called groupwareby other vendors, and was
described in Report 73.) NeXT reported that its own internal use
confirmed that interpersonal computing results in faster and
better diffusion of information within the company, higher
aesthetic standards for documents and presentations, and the
virtual elimination of paperflows.
Workflow management is also associated with the reduction of
paperflows. It is not new: most of the early electronic document
management(also called document-image processing) systems
allowed workflows ♥ the routes that documents had to take
through the organisation ♥ andthe actions to be taken at each step
to be specified. Newer document-management systems, such as
ViewStar☂s, permit new workflows to be specified quickly and
easily by the user rather than by specialised programmers.
This trend hastwoeffects. First, document and workflow manage-
ment is starting to be applied to the operation of a whole depart-
mentor branch,rather than merely to the primary documents such
as orders or invoices. Second,the ability to establish new work-
flows and changeexisting ones, without large-scale systems devel-
opment, is playing an enablingrole in business process redesign.
Weexploredthis in Report 79, The Role ofInformation Technology
in Transforming the Business.
Another related idea is ☁exception management☂ ♥ a new appli-
cation that Oracle claimed to be pioneering. Oracle Alert is an
innovative package that combinesa relational database with elec-
tronic mail. Users can specify a series of conditions or events that
could occur within the database, such as ☁whenevera stock level

10

Servers designed for onlinetrans-
actionprocessing may
soon appear

Workflow management software is
a key enablerfor business process
redesign
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comes within 5 per cent of its minimum level☂ or ☁whenever a
purchaseorderis raised for more than $500☂. When such an event
occurs, the user is instantly sent an electronic mail message,
containing the details. The electronic mail message can even
contain a menuofpossible responses, which can be actioned by the
package. This is a potentially very powerful application and we
expect to see similar announcements from other vendors. On a
technicalnote, there is a good match between the requirements of
this application and the object-oriented development approach.

New workstation-based application generators
are encouraging more end-user application
development
New workstation-based application generators are emerging that
genuinely enable end-user application development. These new
packages are graphical, and some of them employ object-oriented
development approaches. They are mucheasier to use than most
fourth-generation languages.
Wingz, demonstrated by Informix, was initially marketed as a
sophisticated spreadsheet package that allowed macros to be
written in a language called Hyperscript. These macros could be
edited, and then attached to on-screen buttons. Informix now
markets the package as a ☁media application environment☂. It
showed an impressive application forreal-estate agents, that acted
as the front end to a databaseofproperties, including photographs.
Informix envisages Wingz being usedto develop customisedfront-
end applications, and for user-developed prototypes that can be
passed over to the systems development departmentinstead of a
conventional paperspecification.
NeXTconfirmedthatits object-oriented development environment
has changed the way that applications are constructed. It now
makessense to start with the user interface. The ☁events☂ gener-
ated by the functions on the user interface will then dictate how
the rest of the application should be developed. NeXT showed a
powerful sales-information system that it had developed for its
ownuse. It took one person six weeks to generate the back end by
importing the data from its Tandem-based ledger systems to a
relational database, and just two weeksto create theclient appli-
cation. The application converts combinations of buttons on the
screen into SQL commandsfor interrogating the database.
Oracle Card is another such client-based application generator,
which essentially mimics the operation of Apple☂s Hypercard
(which we first reported in our Position Paper on Hypertext) to
provide a graphical way ofbrowsing through the database.

The object-oriented development approach
is well suited to client-server systems
Object-orientation is difficult to understand andthe difficulty is
exacerbated by the spurious useofthe term to refer to anything
from modular programmingto the incorporation of images into
databases. However,several ofthe vendorswevisited on the study
tour, including NeXT and ViewStar, made use of genuineobject-
oriented programming. One major advantage they reported was
speed of implementation and system modification. NeXT, for
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example,said that it had written a basic word processing package
(with the same functionality as MacWrite) in just 2,000 lines of
code, compared with perhaps 100,000linesfor the original version.
The key to reductions of this magnitudeis re-usable objects.
It is possible to perform the design and analysis stages of systemsdevelopment in an object-oriented fashion, and then implement
the application using conventional and fourth-generation
languages. However, this approach maynotdeliver thefull bene-
fits of re-usability and reduced maintenance. ParcPlace, a vendor
ofobject-oriented languages, suggested that the use of such hybrid
development approaches is unsatisfactory. The real benefits, it
says, comeonly from ☁cradle-to-grave☂ object-oriented approach.
Figure 4, taken from the ParcPlace presentation,illustrates the
different approaches.

 

Figure 4 There are several approachesto object-oriented development

In conventional systems development, both the analysis/design and the
implementation follow a functional approach.

☁Natural☂ structure Structure of systems Structure ofof application analysis/design implementation

 

In ☁cradle-to-grave☂ object-oriented development,the ☁natural☂ modelof theapplication is preserved throughto the final implementation.ve Ye OM
Itis possible to undertake an object-oriented analysis/design and then
implement using conventional languages and data structures, but the benefitsare reduced.ve Ve ade

Somevendorsimply that a conventional analysis/design can somehow be
magically transformed into an object-oriented implementation,but this is highly
questionable.     
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Complex collections of objects require at least as much carefulmanagement as complex conventional databases, andthis is therole of object database management systems (ODBMS),of which
Servio☂s GemStone is an example. (Two other ODBMS vendors,
Ontologic and Object Design, were visited during the 1990 study
tour.) These systems provide functions such as locking, mirroringand security that would be found in a conventional database
management system.
Servio recognised that its ODBMScould not match the perfor-
mance of a conventional RDBMSfor very large applications. In
some of its most successful implementations, data is routinelyextracted from a relational system and placed into a smaller
ODBMS,to be accessed bythe purely object-oriented applications.
Both ParcPlace and Servio claimed that the benefits of object-
orientation were even greater on client-server systems than on
standalone applications, because of the ability to move objectsbetween, say, a workstation and a server, according to which has
the most processing power available. All data used by the appli-cation is contained within objects, and all processes that can be
applied to an object are contained within that object. Communi-cation betweenobjects is through messages, which contain simple
parameters only ♥ they are not allowed to carry complex data
structures or even pointers to them. The problem then becomesequivalent to any other message-routeing problem.
In conclusion, the 1991 Foundation study tour showedthatclient-server systems are becoming a reality. They capitalise on thetrends in workstation performance, fully exploit new approaches
to systems development, and are well suited to the move towardsmultimedia and visual approaches. With commensurate develop-
ments in server technology, and in standards for communication
between them, client-server systems are now starting to pose avery real threat to traditional host-based systems, even thosebased on large mainframes.
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Appendix: Details of the companies andthe visits

Silicon Graphics
Silicon Graphics markets high-performance workstations.Its prin-cipal markets are scientific visualisation and engineering, forapplications ranging from military mission simulators to compu-tational fluid dynamics. Its strength in these markets comes prin-cipally from the workstation performance, which derives from twofactors ♥ early exploitation of Rise architecture, and the use of ♥custom integrated circuits to perform as many graphicalfunctionsas possible in hardware. It has licensed someofits technologyto IBM, and has recently reached strategic agreements with
Microsoft and Compaq.
Silicon Graphics demonstrated some impressive applications,several of which involved realtime rendering of complex movingscenes. It also showed some prototype work on very highfidelitysound processing ♥ part of a broader moveinto the multimediamarketplace.

Apple Computer
The visit to Apple washosted by its Advanced Technology Group,and coincided with the (delayed) launch ofits new System 7.0 oper-ating system andtherelease to developers of Quicktime, a new setof techniques for managing image andvideoobjects. As part of ageneral discussion concerning its communications policy (includ-ing the recent decision to make the AppleTalk protocol availableon other vendors☂ systems), Apple commented on its recentlobbying of the US Federal Communications Commission for theallocation of part of the radio spectrum for radio-basedlocal areanetworks.
Apple demonstrated an impressive speech-recognition technologythat could cope with continuous speech and that is intendedprimarily for high-level commands such as, ☜Fax this to themembers of the standards committee and copy it to Fred☝.However,this is still some way off being a product. Apple alsoexplained its approach to visualisation and modelling, includingthe use of ☁behavioural modelling☂ to improve the realism ofanimated scenes.

NeXT
NeXTis a relatively new entrant into the workstation market andis aiming its products at☁professional☂ users as opposedto scien-tific and engineering applications. It is committed to what it
describes as ☁interpersonal computing☂.
It demonstrated a range of applications that used the powerfulgraphical user interface on the NeXT workstation, including anelectronic mail system that handled voice messages and images.NeXTalsodiscussed the various layers of the NeXTStep software
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development environment, showing howit was possible for userswithout programming experienceto build simple applications.
Of particular value was a presentation by the company☂s systemsdirector, concerning the use of NeXT☂s technology within its ownbusiness. Its networkof 1,300 workstations, which handles 7,000electronic mail messages a day, is supportedby

a

staff offive.
NetFRAME
NetFRAME was founded in 1987 by Carl Amdahl and EnzoTorresi, co-founder of Businessland.It specialises in high-perfor-mance servers accessed by PCs, and interconnectedby

a

local areanetwork. NetFRAMEexplainedthe technical concepts behind theNetFRAMEarchitecture ♥ in particular, the combination of amicroprocessor with the channelarchitecture ofa mainframe. Theperformance,security andfault tolerance of the design makesit aviable alternative to a mainframe- or minicomputer-based serverfor many applications, and NetFRAMEdescribed some impressivecasehistories duringthevisit.

HyperMedia Group
The HyperMedia Groupis a specialist production house for multi-media applications. The group has workedfor several of the majorvendors ♥ for example, on the recent launch of the Tandy MPC,the first PC to exploit the multimedia extensions to Microsoft☂sWindows. Duringthevisit, the group demonstrated an electronic-catalogue application now being usedin the retail merchandisingmarket, and aninteractive learning system for teaching businessEnglish.

ViewStar Corporation
ViewStar markets electronic document managementsystemsthatcan run on hardwarefrom a wide range ofvendors and that makefull use of the ability of client-server architectures to split anapplication between several computers. ViewStar described themain trends in electronic document management, and in partic-ular, the shift towards workflow management.Its system is fullyobject-oriented, and the principal benefit of this to the useris theability to define and implement new workflows and new appli-cations very quickly. ViewStar also demonstrated the useof itssystem for managing technical drawings and documentation,using the workflow proceduresto control engineering changes.
Oracle Corporation
Oracle, a well established vendor of relational database tech-nology, described the trendsin relational databases, and its viewof their relationship to the emerging worldofobject-orientation.Itdeclared its intention to provide an ☁open family of portablesoft-ware☂, explaining that this meant addressing both the open stan-dards for hardware and the emerging standards for interactionbetween applications. Since its recent strategy has been to builduponits existing technology base by moving into packaged appli-cations, this means that it must embrace the ideaofits packagesrunning on a competitor☂s database system. Tworelatively newpackages were introduced ♥ OracleCard, a Hypercard-style front
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end to the database, and Oracle Alert, an exception-management
application that links a databaseto electronic mail.
Informix
Informix is the leading supplier of relational databases that run
under Unix.It claimed that its system is now viable for ☁mission-
critical☂ applications, and quoted case histories from Hyatt and
DHLin support ofthis.
It has recently incorporated the ability to handle Blobs (binary
large objects), which will enable multimedia applications and
traditional databases to be better integrated. It demonstrated
Wingz, which wasoriginally marketed as a powerful spreadsheet,
but which is now promoted as a multimedia end-user application
development environment.

Servio Corporation
Servio Corporation markets GemStone, an object-oriented data-
base that supports both the C++ and Smalltalk languages. Servio
claimed that the object-oriented approach is now becomingviable
for mainstream commercial applications, althoughit is still not
robust enoughfor high-volumetransaction processing.It is helping
to define open standards for handlingobjects.

ParePlace
ParcPlace is a spin-off from Xerox Pare (Palo Alto Research
Center), and wascreated to exploit the commercial potential ofthe
Smalltalk-80 object-oriented programming language. It cited
several very largeusersofits tools, including oneoil company that
is developing a corporate-wide management information system.
Particularly impressive was the Objectworks package that
permitted an application to be transferred from a PC running
Windowsto an Apple Macintoshorto a Unix workstation running
Motif, without modification.
ParcPlace claimed that object-orientation is a ☁cradle-to-grave☂
method, and that a hybrid approach to development will not
deliver the samebenefits. It did, however, acknowledge the need
to interwork with existing technologies, especially relational
databases.

PC Letter
In addition to the 10 visits described above, study tour delegates
were givena specialbriefing by Stewart Alsop,editor ofPC Letter,
an industry newsletter. Stewart Alsop provided an informed view
on a variety ofissues, including the relationship between IBM and
Microsoft, the relationship between the PC and workstation
markets, and the prospects for the principal vendors of network
operating systems.
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The Butler Cox Foundation
The Butler Cox Foundation is a service for senior
managersresponsible for information management
in major enterprises. It provides insight and
guidance to help them to manage information
systems and technology moreeffectively for the
benefit of their organisations.
The Foundation carries out a programme of
syndicated research that focuses on the business
implications of information systems, and on the
managementof the information systems function,
rather than on the technology itself. It distributes
a rangeofpublicationsto its membersthat includes
research reports, management summaries, directors☂
briefings and position papers. It also arranges
events at which members can meet and exchange
views, suchas conferences, managementbriefings,
research reviews,study tours and specialist forums.

Membership ofthe Foundation
The Foundation is the world☂s leading programme
of its type. The majority of subscribers are large
organisations seekingto exploit to the full the most
recent developmentsin information technology. The
membership is international, with more than
450 organisations from over 20 countries, drawn
from all sectors of commerce, industry and govern-
ment. This gives the Foundation a unique capability
to identify and communicate ☁best practice☂ between
industry sectors, between countries, and between
information technology suppliers and users.

Benefits ofmembership
Thelist of members establishes the Foundation as
the largest and mostprestigious☁club☂ for systems
managers anywhere in the world. Members have
commentedon the following benefits:
♥ The publications are terse, thought-provoking,

informative and easy to read. They deliver a lot
of messages in a minimum ofprecious reading
time.

♥ The events combineaccessto the world☂s leading
thinkers andpractitioners with the opportunity
to meet and exchange views with professional
counterparts from different industries and
countries.

♥ The Foundation represents a network of
systemspractitioners, with the powerto connect
individuals with commonconcerns.

Combined with the manager☂s owncreativity and
business knowledge, membershipofthe Foundation
contributes to managerial success.
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Recent research reports60 Expert Systems in Business
61 Competitive-Edge Applications: Myths and

Reality
62 Communications Infrastructure for Buildings
63 The Future of the Personal Workstation
64 Managing the Evolution ofCorporate Databases
65 Network Management
66 Marketing the Systems Department
67 Computer-Aided Software Engineering

(CASE)
68 Mobile Communications
69 Software Strategy
70 Electronic Document Management
71 Staffing the Systems Function
72 Managing Multivendor Environments
73 Emerging Technologies: Annual Review for

Managers
74 The Future of System Development Tools
75 Getting Value from Information Technology
76 Systems Security
77 Electronic Marketplaces
78 New Telecommunications Services
79 The Role of Information Technology in Trans-

forming the Business
80 Workstation Networks: A Technology Review for

Managers
81 Managing the Devolution of Systems Responsi-

bilities
Recentposition papers and directors☂briefingsThe Changing Information Industry: An Investment

Banker☂s View
A Progress Report on New Technologies
Hypertext
1992: An Avoidable Crisis
Managing Information Systemsin a Decentralised

Business
Pan-European Communications:

Threats and Opportunities
Information Centres in the 1990s
Open Systems ,
Computer Support for Cooperative Work
Outsourcing Information Systems Services
IT in a Cold Climate
Forthcoming research reports
The Future of Electronic Mail
Technical Architecture
Downsizing♥An Escapefrom Yesterday☂s Systems
Visual Information Technology
Butler Cox
The Butler Cox Foundation is one of the services
provided by the Butler Cox Group. Butler Cox is an
independent international consulting company
specialising in areas relating to information tech-
nology. Its services include managementconsulting,
applied research and education.
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